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1914 – references to Clarence Robinson ‘s  support at COA , began this year  .  Also St. Philip’s is  noted  as receiving  children which can be  

attributed to  the time he was a vestry member and lay  leader  His support to COA was for over  20 years.   He stopped  regular Sunday school 

classes in 1930 due to illness but maintained an association until  his death 

The 1931  Annual Report References  Clarence  W. Robinson’s illness 
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The 1920 annua1 Reports  also acknowledges Mr. Clarence  

W. Robinson’s support .  Also through his relationship with the 
Coloras  Club  which he  founded.  This club is mentioned in as 

providing sundry support and members visiting the institution 

in the Annual reports  through Clarence W. Robinson’s  life.     

Excerpt  from the 1937-1938 Annual report  with 

accolades for Clarence W. Robinson  through his  death. 

 

Also  references to the Coloras club and  Reverend 

Johnson associated with St. Martin’s 
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Mr. Clarence Robinson  letter to the editor in response to the criticism of the 

institution.  The New York Age   March 2nd 1916 (a black newspaper 

produced from 1887 to 1960, and was one of the most influential black 

newspapers of its time.) 

It appears The NEW York Age was 

criticizing the management of the 

institution since it was white.   This is 

a continuation of published in  

Du Bois's complaint, which was 

published in the 1913 The Crisis, the 

organ of the NAACP.  He implied 

because the management was white 

it had a patronizing and 

condescending philosophy which was 

to keep the youth in their place 

instead of working to make American 

society, with all its possibilities, a 

reality for them. (AM New Start In 

Riverdale, 1907–22 page 17) 
April 2 1921 Clarence  W. Robinson voted off vestry 

and associates with St. Luke’s/ St. Martin’s 
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Clarence Robinson obituary from the New York Times, 
Saturday  April 16, 1938 indicates his long relationship with 
COA and his relationship with the Coloras club  

Apr 19, 1924  The New York  

Age regarding a Palm Sunday  Service  


